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GET ON TARGET FAST WITH HAWKE® OPTICS’ LATEST RED DOT SIGHTS 

 
Experience Fast Target Acquisition and Outstanding Versatility from the Newest Compact  

Red Dot Sights from Hawke Optics 
 

There are many reasons why shooters are flocking to compact red-dot style sights and the newest models from Hawke® Optics 
are certain to score a direct hit. Red dot sights offer lightning-fast target acquisition and accuracy, making them popular with 
tactical shooters, target shooters and hunters. Regardless of the style of firearm, or shooting need, Hawke Optics, a brand known 
worldwide for quality and value, has a red dot on target to fill your needs. 
 
The latest tube-style red-dot sight from Hawke is the new Spot-On 4 1x25; a compact 4 MOA red dot that is perfect for pistols, 
ARs and hunting rifles. It is a 25mm sight with an all-aluminum chassis and 25-layer fully, multi-coated optics for supreme clarity 
and precision. This 1X sight mounts via Weaver rail and has six-level brightness adjustment. Being parallax error free from 10 
yards and fixed focus, it will get you on target fast, making it perfect for those moments when you have to make a quick and 
accurate shot. It is a great option for competition shooting, hog hunting or tactical situations. It is powered by a CR2032 battery 
(included) and comes with low-profile Weaver mounts and a high, quick-release mount, should you need to remove it in the heat 
of the moment. It is waterproof, shockproof and fully nitrogen purged and carries a two-year warranty. 
 
Another hot trend in shooting are small, compact micro-sized reflex sights, and Hawke has you covered there as well. The new 
Micro Reflex Dot Sights from Hawke come in 3 MOA and 5 MOA models. These compact sights are just 1.8-inches long and 
1.2-inches wide, making them perfect choices for pistols, ARs and hunting rifles. Many three-gun shooters are mounting these 
types of sights on an angle off of a scope, so they can quickly switch from long-range shots, to close targets. Competition and 
tactical pistol shooters are also using them more as well. The Hawke Micro Reflex sights have 25-layer, fully multi-coated optics 
with a 10-stage digital brightness control for both the 3 MOA and the 5 MOA models. These sights are parallax-error free after 10 
yards and are fixed focus with no magnification, for quick target acquisition. They have full aluminum construction and have a 
Weaver-style mount. They are powered by a CR2032 battery (included) and have a 4-hour inactivity auto-shutdown to save 
battery life. Hawke also includes a rubber cover to protect the sight and the whole sight weighs in at just 1.9oz. 
 
Learn more about the latest red dot sights and other red dots available from Hawke Optics at www.hawkeoptics.com. No matter 
what type of shooting you are doing, Hawke Optics has a high-quality, value-minded red dot sight that will perfectly match your 
needs. 
 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, exceptional engineering 
and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to 
grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics. 
 
Follow the #HawkeLife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    


